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ABSTRACT 

 
Decisions made by people at work often have outcomes for their employer (sales, costs, profits) and for 
themselves personally (career progression, bonus), such that these outcomes may not be perfectly 
aligned across the choice options. When such misalignment exists, decision-makers at all organizational 
levels must evaluate choices in terms of conflicting outcomes across stakeholders: what do they do when 
what is good for ‘Me’ is not what is good for the employing firm (‘You’)? Major existing theories of 
agency and stewardship provide very different answers to this question, and utility theory does not 
address this question at all: it assumes that the decision maker will act so as to maximize the expected 
utility of the firm, essentially a pure steward position, assuming high levels of commitment and assumed 
pro-social intent. In this study, we propose, develop, mathematically model and illustrate a new theory 
of decision-making, based on a conjoint utility function approach, where the argument of that function 
explicitly includes both the employer’s utility and the employee’s as stakeholders.  

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
People at all levels of seniority in organizations regularly make decisions regarding resource allocation 
and other work based issues, ranging from high level strategic decisions made by CEOs and Boards to 
operational and tactical decisions made by middle managers and shop floor employees. When making 
decisions in the workplace, people utilize a variety of criteria, benchmarks and goals as their means of 
evaluating options and choosing a course of action. In many circumstances, it is assumed that these 
criteria are derived from the articulated goals and strategies of the employing organization, and that staff 
strive to wholly or primarily aim to choose courses of action that will contribute to the achievement of 
these goals. Although ethical stewardship [1] is a good ideal to pursue so as to maximize the expected 
utility of the firm, is this really how real people decide on a course of action when at work, in both large 
and small decisions, which are taken all over the organization? What value function do they use? Do 
they ‘trade off’ between their own personal interests (e.g. bonus, promotion, pay rise) and the objectives 
of the organization (e.g. revenue, profit, reputation), and if so, how and how much? These questions are 
not well addressed in the management literature, yet they are central to how people behave and in 
particular, make choices at work. Agency theory and stewardship theory, which claim to pertain to these 
matters, make particular assumptions about how employees behave yet these approaches and their 
specific assumptions are largely unverified by empirical analysis and each of these theoretical frames 
makes a particular set of specific assumptions about how employees evaluate choice alternatives. Each 
of these approaches assumes the dominance of a single stakeholder’s objectives as being relevant to the 
decision: with agency assuming that decisions are made in order to pursue the agent’s objectives, and 
stewardship approaches assuming the firm’s objectives guide decisions and behavior. A more general 
approach, as we develop and advance in this study, allows for such dominance, or for any other 



	  

combination of the interests of multiple stakeholders to drive the valuation function applied to decisions. 
This study applies and validates this ‘conjoint utility’ approach to the important case of two stakeholders 
in work situations, being the employee and employer, yet the approach is clearly even more 
generalizable to any multiple stakeholder situation.  
 
Employees at all levels are supposed and expected in practice to act fully in the interests of the 
organization while at work: it is written into labor contracts and also implicitly in relational 
psychological contracts [2], and often theorized as maximizing the expected utility of the firm. What 
happens when the perceived interests of the employee and those of the employer are not perfectly 
aligned? We argue that alignment between employee and employer interests is often not in place. The 
phenomenon of self-other alignment [3] is what we explore in this study: specifically, how do people 
make decisions when their personal interests are not perfectly aligned with those of the organization?  
 
We begin with the development of concepts in the workplace context. This assumes that people, namely 
managers and workers, take into account both their own personal outcomes (outcomes accruing to 
oneself, which we call ‘Me’) and those of ‘the firm’ (accruing to ‘You’- the other party) when making 
choices. We examine extant literature, particularly agency theory, stewardship concepts and utility 
theory, pointing out their strengths and limitations. This is done in the context of initially assuming that 
the consequences of choices are monetary only, and can be condensed to occur in a single period only, 
or involve expected present values of streams of value. We then develop an extended utility function 
combining the utility of Me (the employee making the decision), and the You (the employing firm).  We 
assume uncertainty away for the present, although it is clearly a simple step to include it, while we focus 
on the valuation side of extending expected utility, to explicitly include the utility of the employee-
decision maker. We have constructed a mathematical model of the combined utility function of Me and 
You, which aims to bring clarity to the issue of how people really make decisions at work, by 
representing how they tradeoff between their own personal prospects and that of the employing 
organization. Due to size limitations of this paper, the full mathematical model is not outlined here. 
Using this Me-You approach, we use illustrative data gleaned from having graduate students make 
hypothetical choices between alternatives, to show that a variety of heuristics are used in making 
tradeoff choices between what is purely in the interests of the firm, and what alternatively is purely in 
the interests of the employed person.  
 

RELEVANT LITERATURE AND THEORY 
 
The manner in which people make decisions that maximize both their interests and the interests of others 
has been a topic with a long history of discussion in philosophy, sociology, psychology, economics and 
management. Self-interest theory posits that individuals will always attempt to do what is best for 
themselves, maximizing their own opportunities and outcomes, possibly at the expense of others, acting 
as rational agents [4]. Rational choice theory is based on the assumption that individuals pursue various 
goals in a logical manner, based on an understanding of the alternatives available to them [5].  Rational 
self-interest is contingent on the strength of the self-interest at stake and can be defined as thinking and 
acting in a manner that adheres to the basic rules of logic “so as to realize the optimal or maximum 
results for a person on the basis of a consideration of the person’s values and risk preferences" [6]. In a 
business context, it is often assumed that motivators underlying this decision making process might 
include the gaining of money, power or prestige and the strengths of these materialistic self-interests are 
based on norms, dispositions and identity [7] [8]. When a materialistic self-interest perspective and 
rational choice theory are applied to an organization, then managers are seen as self-serving agents 
whose only interest is using company resources to their own advantage. We will label these actors as 



	  

‘pure agents’ and contrast this agent’ from a principle or owner’s perspective where decisions are made 
with no concern for the decision-makers own preferences [9]. 
 
Agency theory, viewing individuals as acting primarily from a position of self-interest [4] [10], can be 
extended in conceptual terms to consider all employees (who make decisions), from the boardroom to 
the shop floor. With the basic precept that employees are primarily self-interested, the imperative is that 
incentives should be put in place to create an environment where the decisions and actions that benefit 
the employer are (as close as possible to) the exact decisions and actions that are best for the employee. 
Executive share plans, options, commissions, gain-sharing, piece rates, achievement-based promotion 
criteria, performance management systems and bonus systems are examples of devices that have been 
commonly used, in place of or as well as fixed salaries, as attempts to motivate the employee to behave 
in the joint interests of themselves and the organization [11].  The success of these mechanisms has been 
mixed, and misalignment of business/ shareholder and personal interests abounds [12].  
 
Stewardship Theory is often presented as an antithetical counter to agency theory [13].  The concept of 
employee as steward contrasts with that of employee as agent, in that while agency theory assumes that 
staff are essentially self serving as a first priority, stewardship assumes that all employed staff, but 
particularly managers, will selflessly act in their employing organization’s interest. In stewardship 
theory Davis, Schoorman, & Donaldson argue that given "a choice between self-serving behavior and 
pro-organizational behavior, a steward's behavior will not depart from the interests of her organization" 
[14, p. 24]. Whereas agency behavior is more an individualistic choice the success of a stewardship 
relationship is a mutual choice, a social exchange, by two parties in a relationship [14]. Since 
stewardship behavior within organizations is based on a willingness to be vulnerable its prevalence is 
likely to reflect psychological dispositions towards trust and beliefs that relational psychological 
contracts should be offered and will be honored [1] [15] [16]. It is based on an employee's willingness to 
apply the reciprocity norm to their relationship with their organization with the pro-social belief [17] that 
their stewardship behavior will be reciprocated [14]. 
 
Another theory that pertains to provide guidance as to how decisions can and should best be made comes 
from decision analysis and its core axioms of expected utility theory. This powerful theory, developed 
some 70 years ago [18] [19] [20] has been widely used, yet its logic and notions do not address at all the 
misalignment challenges that may occur between employer and employee.  Expected utility theory 
assumes implicitly that the decision maker acts in the organization’s interests. The utility function that is 
to be used as the criterion for choice is assumed and prescribed to be that of the organization, principally 
the shareholder. Yet the employee as decision maker is distinct as an economic, legal and human entity 
from the organization at large and the shareholder, and in reality may well be considering their own 
personal outcomes associated with the decision that they make, while simultaneously weighing up the 
interests of the organization. This phenomenon, of the possible tradeoffs between employee (‘Me 
interests’) and employer (‘You interests’) has been little researched directly, and indeed is assumed 
away in the core of this field of expected utility.  
 
Conjoint Stakeholder Theory Model  
	  
Conjoint Stakeholder Decision Theory considers that due to an individual’s psychological and 
contextual characteristic differences, people may act primarily as agent-like, or as steward-like, or 
somewhere in between, or outside these conditions. We begin with a simple presentation of the basic 
concept we have modeled and studied, then follow with a more formalized and complete mathematical 
model.  Adapting concepts from Utility Theory, we propose that the decision-making criterion (value 



	  

function applied to make a choice), V, can be modeled as a joint function: V (m, y), where m = value to 
Me (the person making the choice) and y= value to You (the employing organization) associated with a 
decision’s outcomes. In many such models the simplest way to model the structure of this function is to 
assume functional independence, additivity and perhaps linearity of these components as a useful 
starting point.  Of course the linear additivity that this weighting system implies is itself unlikely to ever 
be a perfect model of behavior, yet such linear additive models have been demonstrated for decades to 
be fine first approximations in a variety of circumstances. They can lead to useful insights and 
understanding, and are often useful as powerful models and predictors of behavior, in both normative 
and predictive senses, at least to develop the concept and modeling approach. We expect that actual 
decision-making behavior may be significantly more complex than a simple linear model can predict, 
and we expect it to vary significantly across individuals. We begin with a more general approach, which 
can be reduced to being additive in its functional form. 
 
Experimental Method 
	  
Two studies were conducted to explore if Agency and Stewardship notions can be conceived of as 
purely special cases of a more general approach in which decision-makers consider outcomes for both 
themselves personally and for the other party, being the employer. In the first study the tradeoff between 
self-interest and employer interest was assessed where there was no loss to either party but only a benefit 
to one party (on each branch of a decision tree, as in the value equivalence section above). Respondents 
had a choice between two options ((0,Y) or (x,0)), and we varied x and Y across the experimental set. 
Experiment 1 was primarily examining the core of Conjoint Stakeholder Decision Theory being the 
space between the pure agent and the pure steward points. Do people trade off and if so, how? As 
discussed previously these behaviors between the pure agent and pure steward where W(m) ≥ 0 and U(y) 
≥ 0 are the values for m and y perceived by ‘Me’, respectively, and a(m,y) is a weight given as a 
function of m and y with 0 ≤ a(m,y) ≤ 1. The pure agent acts as if a(m,y) = 1, and the pure steward acts 
as if a(m,y) = 0. This experiment explored whether most people in the workplace are prepared to engage 
in trade-off evaluation of alternatives facing them and to identify what tradeoff rates, heuristics and 
functions might people use.For experiment 1 a sample of 159 working students enrolled in MBA and 
Master of Business courses responded. Their mean age was 27 and ranged from 20 to 57 with 55% being 
female and 45% being male. Australian (27%) was the most common nationality followed by Chinese 
(16%), Indian (4%), Indonesian (4%) and German (3%) with the remainder spread between 33 other 
nationalities. All students had current or previous work experience and a wide range of industries were 
represented. For experiment 2 a sample of 110 students enrolled in MBA and Master of Business 
courses where used. All students had current or previous work experience in a wide range of industries. 
The mean age was 27 and ranged from 20 to 59 with 61% being female and 36% being male. Australian 
(30%) was the most common nationality followed by Chinese (20%), and Indonesian (5%) and Indian 
(4%), Malaysian (4%) Singaporean (4%) with the remainder spread between 17 other countries. 
 
Experiment 1: Value equivalence and tradeoffs when neither party loses 
In the first experiment respondents were presented with the following options to choose from a) Option 
1:" Spend a day at work on activities which will net the employer a benefit (Y) but will not produce any 
net benefit to you personally" or b) Option 2 " Spend a day at work on activities which will produce no 
net benefit for the employer but the activity will bring a net benefit to you personally (x, such as a 
commission or bonus)." Respondents were told to assume that there would be no secondary or other 
impacts beyond those directly in the options as expressed above. In this experiment, 89.9% of 
respondents chose agent-like tradeoffs, while 9.3% of the sample made choices that were primarily 
steward-like. 



	  

 
Experiment 2:  One party benefits and one party loses 
This experiment was aimed at exploring and determining the frequency and nature of choices that would 
involve either super-agent or super-steward behaviors. Would participants make choices in which either 
themselves (Me) or their employer (You) would suffer a loss, if compensated by a sufficient gain to the 
other party? The results show that many people, over half of those who participated, are prepared to act 
as super-stewards, taking relatively small personal losses to compensate for organizational gains. These 
median losses were of the order of 1% of the organization’s gain when Y was $10,000, and a smaller 
percentage of around 0.05% when the organization’s gain was $1 million. Over one third of people 
would not make any personal sacrifice (take a loss) in order to achieve organizational gains.  
 

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 
 
Our laboratory studies showed that managers used a number of heuristics to make decisions when faced 
with tradeoff outcomes between their personal gains and those of their employer. Executives might be 
surprised to find that some 90% of their staff are not primarily steward-like when at work, seeking to 
achieve primarily self-serving outcomes. Further, our second experiment showed that the relationships 
posited by the present theory does indeed extend beyond the tradeoff range where both employee and 
employer gain, to ranges where approximately half of our sample of managers were prepared to make 
choices to undertake decisions and initiatives where one party loses. Over two thirds of participants 
exhibited super-steward behavior under certain conditions, and over half exhibited super-agent behavior. 
Of further interest is the rates of tradeoffs, which varied quite widely across individuals, but had 
generally value equivalence positions or minimum acceptance amounts for personal gains and losses that 
were a small fraction of the consequences to employers.  
 
Several managerial implications arise from this study. First, we suggest that it is important for managers 
to not assume that their staff are generally going to act as pure stewards, (nor as pure agents), but to be 
prepared to make decisions favoring personal gains even when the personal gains might be quite small. 
The findings also indicate that most people do have strong interest in their own outcomes, supporting the 
general use of incentives. The majority of people in our study did value relatively small personal 
outcomes in making choices, in addition to the outcomes they could influence for their employer. 
Secondly, when faced with decisions in which the outcomes for the employer are not matched with those 
of the employee, managers should be very wary of the choices that employees will make: it does not 
take much for many people to be prepared to ‘sell out’ their employer in order to achieve a personal 
gain. Moreover, there is wide variation in the rates of exchange that people use to guide their decisions 
when in these tradeoff situations, and several types of heuristics appear to be commonly used, often 
involving threshold levels, which are not dissimilar to satisficing approaches, but in this more complex 
tradeoff situation than when the domain of value is considered to be to a single stakeholder. 
 
Further research, including the extension and application of the mathematical model is warranted, in 
order to develop a finer understanding of how the value functions of individual stakeholders are 
combined to a joint value function that is used to guide choices. Compared to the simplistic assumptions 
of pure agency and steward approaches, or the assumed steward-like approach of expected utility theory, 
this approach is rich and represents much advancement. Practical implications are significant for 
organizations, owners and board members/ leaders/ managers, who clearly cannot assume that their 
subordinates are choosing options that are always in the best interests of the organization. 
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